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Good cops and bad cops in the migration debate
The biggest Czech news of the
week, other than the arbitration ruling discussed below, was Milo‰
Zeman's decision to appear at a rally
of the Bloc against Islam. By choosing to align himself with such a controversial organization, he threw
caution to the wind and embraced
the far-right wing of the migration
debate with a full bear hug.
Zeman's spokesman, Jiﬁí
Ovãáãek, tried to play the good cop to Zeman's bad cop by
relativizing the significance of the event, but it didn't work.
Zeman is putting all his political eggs in one basket.
Zeman is essentially a one-man show, but the country's
other leading politicians are parts of political organizations
that can't afford to take such risks. Most of them have settled
on a strategy of good cop, bad cop, that allows them to speak
to voters on all sides of the migration issue.

Andrej Babi‰ makes tough comments about deploying
troops and closing borders, but then Pavel Teliãka appears on
TV to give a more European perspective. TOP 09 has a similar
arrangement, with Jiﬁí Pospí‰il playing the bad cop and Karel
Schwarzenberg being the more migrant-friendly voice.
âSSD's role is most significant in this respect, because it
has the PM, the interior minister and the foreign minister.
Lubomír Zaorálek is constantly trying to balance between
Schapiro and Kellner (U.S. vs. China/Russia), with the result
of having almost no identifiable position. Chovanec is the
bad cop, criticizing Merkel and explaining that politicians are
creating extremists by not serving the people properly.
This leaves Bohuslav Sobotka to play the statesman. He's
capable of negating his previous comment about terrorists
operating in detention camps in order to match Obama's call
not to equate refugees with terrorists. Apparently he hopes
that this will buy him some goodwill for when he flies off to
sell the country to China.
best@fleet.cz

Analysis for the week Nov. 13-20, 2015
When the heat in the kitchen got to be
too much for Martin Roman, he got out.
He stepped down as CEO of âEZ in Sept.
2011 and left as chairman of the supervisory board two years later. The tactic
worked, because the heat on him with
regards to allegations of criminal activity
while running the energy company subsided. His possible co-ownership of Appian (which did business with âEZ) was
brought up again today in MFD, but for
the most part this is a dead chapter unless the Swiss (who supposedly know all
the cash movements) decide to reopen it.
Roman left âEZ but was able to carry
on doing the same old thing through his
surrogates, the main one being Daniel
Kﬁetínsk˘ of EPH. We went as far once as
to call Kﬁetínsk˘ "Roman's bitch." Unproven information reported in the press
last year said that they made $50m each
on the joint purchase of Mibrag mines in
2009 by âEZ and EPH. This should give
you an idea of the kind of money at stake.
If someone at city hall has been trying to
shift Kã 1bn in real estate out of PraÏská
teplárenská heating company, the tandem
of Kﬁetínsk˘ and Roman can be assumed
to be among the prime beneficiaries.
This kind of behavior continues, despite Andrej Babi‰'s open hostility toward
Martin Roman. One theory we heard
from a high-level person in the energy
establishment is that it's actually better
business for Roman and Kﬁetínsk˘ to
keep doing their thing, despite the increased risk, because they have nothing to

lose and much to gain. They're already in
so deep that it can't get any worse, and by
continuing, they buy a certain degree of
protection by implicating more and more
people. By being so nice to Babi‰ in Blesk
tabloid, they have even compromised him
to a degree and improved their position.
Roman's tactic can work if you're an
industrialist who accumulates assets
(even if most of these assets have to be
hidden, as in Roman's case). The more
assets they accumulate, the stronger their
position and the bigger the risk for anyone who decides to take them on.
The same doesn't apply for a service
provider whose chief asset is his reputation. When the heat gets too great, such a
person can of course retire, but he loses
much of his connection to the market.
Retirement is especially unattractive if
your main client is the prime minister,
and your No. 2 man is the interior minister. Losing these assets would be a big
blow and, in the case of the PM, might
even lead to a change of government.
This puts lawyer Radek Pokorn˘ in a
very delicate position. He, too, is one of
Martin Roman's surrogates, having
served him for years and continuing to do
so. We don't need to remind old-timers
that Roman was on the supervisory board
of Czech Railways at the time the locomotives from ·koda Transportation were
supposed to be delivered. If the stories
about his co-ownership of Appian/·koda
are true, this means that Roman was late
in delivering trains to himself.

For Roman and his co-owners, the Kã
1.2bn arbitration ruling this week is pure
gravy. Part of it can be used by ex-CEO
and co-owner Josef Bernard of ·koda
Transportation to finance his campaign
for Pilsen regional governor for âSSD.
This is the main reason that Andrej Babi‰
is so angry, not because it is a legal and
moral outrage. This is also why Babi‰ will
not likely let the matter go. The more he
and his newspapers question the ruling
and the relationship between Pokorn˘
and Sobotka, the more potential it has to
hurt âSSD in the regional elections.
It's widely assumed that Pokorn˘ orchestrated the arbitration ruling from his
position as vice chair of the Arbitration
Court and as ·koda's lawyer. It's curious
that he was willing to take such a risk.
Sure, Kã 1.2bn is a lot of money, but up to
now Pokorn˘ has been able to control the
backlash. A dealmaker who is indirectly
accused by a minister on TV of "tunneling" a state-owned company is damaged
goods and can't be expected to be trusted
with such deals in the future.
This applies doubly for the arbiters,
Jakub Chytil and Milan Polák. They have
gone to the dark side, as one observer put
it, and they're taking their law firms with
them. How can Daniel Weinhold remain
chairman of the Platform for Transparent
Public Procurement after this?
If Ëok is serious about fighting the ruling, he'll go for charges of criminal conspiracy. If he has a sense of humor, he'll
name a railroad tunnel after the lawyers.
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